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STATIONARY LOGIC AND ORDINALS1

BY

D. G. SEESE

Abstract. The L(aa)-theory of ordinals is investigated. It is proved that this theory

is decidable and that each ordinal is finitely determinate.

0. Introduction. The quantifier "aaA"' with the intended meaning "there is a

closed and unbounded system of countable sets X" was introduced by Shelah in

[25]. If we enrich the logic Lau by this quantifier we get the stationary logic

Lua(aa). The fundamental paper for the study of stationary logic is [1]. Stationary

logic has a smooth model theory and is a generalization of the logic Lwu(<2,) with

the quantifier "there exist uncountably many". But unfortunately LUUJ(aa) does not

possess all good properties of LUU(QX). For instance Luw(aa)-elementary equiva-

lence is not preserved by performing disjoint unions and finite direct products.

Moreover Harrington, Kunen and Shelah proved that the existence of L(aa)-ele-

mentary substructures of cardinality w, of all uncountable structures is indepen-

dent of ZFC (given the consistency of the existence of a super compact cardinal).

The reasons for this negative behaviour of stationary logic are the properties of the

dual quantifier "-laaA'-i" denoted by "stat X". To avoid these difficulties Kauf-

mann introduced in his thesis [10] (see also [1]) the notion of finitely determinate

structures. A structure is said to be finitely determinate if it satisfies all instances of

the scheme

aaiVxfaaJX^, x, Y) V aaY^^X, x, Y)] (Dei)

where <p ranges over formulas in L(aa). Moreover Kaufmann [10] developed a

useful back-and-forth criterion with the help of which it is possible to show that

two structures are L(aa)-elementary equivalent as well as finitely determinate.

Using this criterion Kaufmann proved that L(aa)-elementary equivalence is pre-

served for finitely determinate structures by forming disjoint unions and finite

direct products. He proved that all ordinals < w"' are finitely determinate. Kauf-

mann raised the problem whether all ordinals are finitely determinate. This

problem was left open also in [7] where a deep investigation of finitely determinate

structures is presented.

In §2 of this article it is proved that infinite ordered sums of finitely determinate

structures are finitely determinate if all components are L(aa)-equivalent. Moreover
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112 D. G. SEESE

it is proved that L(aa)-elementary equivalence is preserved by performation of such

ordered sums.

This leads in §3 to a positive answer to the above question of Kaufmann [10], i.e.

all ordinals are finitely determinate. Let K be the smallest class of ordinals which

contains 1, w and w, and is closed by the operations a + ß and a ■ ß (for a,

ß G A"). It is proved that the (aa)-theory of the class of all ordinals is just the

(aa)-theory of K and that this theory is decidable.

The proof of Theorem 3.3 in an earlier version of this article was incorrect. This

was pointed out to me by H. Herre [8] and the referee. The referee sent me a

correct proof of this result. He generalized also an earlier version of Theorem 2.1. I

am very grateful to the referee for the permission to use his proofs of Theorem 2.1

and Theorem 3.3 and for several other suggestions and corrections.

1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper L denotes a finite elementary language.

Structures for L are denoted by St, 93, etc. and their universes |2I|, |23|, etc. by the

corresponding capital letters A, B, etc. For a set M let Pu (M) denote the set of all

countable subsets of M. Closed and unbounded (cub) subsets of Pa(A), PU(B),

etc. are denoted by (£, 9>, etc. If L' is an extension of L by a relation symbol R

and 21 is a structure for L' then the interpretation of R in 31 is denoted by Ä(31) or

sometimes by R%.

To get L(aa) we expand L by adding countably many set variables Xx, X2, . . . ,

the G symbol and a new quantifier aa. Formulas of L(aa) are formed as usual with

the new formation rule:

If <p is a formula of L(aa) so is (mX)<p for each set variable X. For an L structure

31, 311= (siaX)<p(X) holds iff there is a cub collection & <Z PU¡(A) such that, for all

B G &, 211= <p[B] holds.

Let K be a class of structures for L; then ThL{aa)(K), ThL((? ¿K), ThL(K) denote

the theory of K in the language L(aa), L(QX), L respectively. If the language L is

fixed then we denote these theories by Th^AT), Th.Q(K), Th(ÄT) respectively. In

the case that K has only one element 31 we write ThA(aa)(2i), ThL(e)(31), ThL(31)

respectively.

By induction on the complexity of <p we define the quantifier rank of <¡p.

qr <p := 0    if <p is atomic,

qr <p A ^ := max({qr <p, qr i//}),        qr-,<)D := qr <p,

qr(aaA')ç) := qr(3x)<p := qr <p + 1.

For two L structures 31 and 93 and a natural number n we write

31 =„ 93(L(aa)) iff for all sentences <p of L(aa) with qr <p < n: 311= <p iff S t= <p.

In this case 31 and 25 are said to be (L(aa), n)-equivalent. Sometimes we use these

notations without mentioning the language L.

The following convention we take from [10]. Suppose that 31 and S are L

structures and that/ is a partial function from A to B. We write "311= <p(dom/) iff

93N<p(rn/)" as abbreviation for the following statement: For any assignment g

from the free variables (x,, . . . , x„) of (¡d to A, if the range of g is contained in the
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domain of/, then

31N«p[g(x,),...,g(xJ]    iff   93^[(/(g(x,)),...,/(g(xn)))].

This convention also extends in the obvious way to L(aa), where / Q [A X B] u

[Pa¡(A) X Pa¡(B)]. "(31, rn/) 1= <p iff (93, dorn/) h <p" is used in a similar way.

For any sets A and B write /I * B for L4 X B] u [PUi04) X PUi(B)]. X, x, a, i"

denote finite sequences of set variables, individual variables, individual constants

and set constants respectively. Sometimes it is necessary to use a, b, c also to

denote finite sequences of elements from M u Pu (M) for a certain set M. This

will be mentioned at the corresponding place.

Sometimes the language L for linear orderings will be extended by other

predicates or constants. The corresponding models for these languages will be

denoted as linear orderings if their reducts to L are linear orderings.

Let £,,, L2 be extensions of the language L for linear orderings by a finite

number of relation symbols. Moreover let 31 be a linear ordering for Lx. For each

a G A let 6a be a linear ordering for L2. The ordered sum Ê = 2a Ea is defined as

follows.

The domain of E is the disjoint union Ù aeA Ca.

<e   :=    Ù <e.   U {(c, d): there are a, b G A
a&A

with a<nb&ceCa&de Cb}.

For each n-ary P in the language of 21,

/>(©) := {(bx, ..., bn): for some (ax, ..., a„) € P(2t), 6,6C,(l<i< »)}.

For each n-ary S in the language of (£a, 5(6) := Ù aeA S(da). For a linear

ordering 21 and an element a G A we denote the structure ({c: c<a&cG/i},

< Ï {c: c < a & c G A}) as initial segment of 21 generated by a. If a and ft are

elements of A then the structure ({c: a < c < 6}, < Ï {c: a < c < b}) is denoted

as closed interval between a and b. The cofinality of a linear ordering we define in

the same way as for ordinals.

Let a be an ordinal. Then the structure (a, < ), where < is the usual G relation

will be denoted also by a. Hence we can use e.g. a 1= <p or a =„ /î(L(aa)) instead of

(a,<) N <p or (a,<) =„ (ß,<XL(aa)) respectively.

If all linear orderings (&a (a E. A) are isomorphic to a linear ordering (£ then we

write 2a K or © • 21 instead of 2a K0. Throughout this paper we shall use ZFC as

meta theory.

Following Kaufmann [10] we define for an elementary language L, a natural

number k and an L structure 21:

21 is finitely /c-determinate if every sentence of L(aa) which has the following

form, and has quantifier rank at most k, is true in 21:

(aaA:XVx)[(stat Y)^(X, Y, x)<^(aaY)^(X, Y, x)].

21 is finitely determinate if 21 is finitely A;-determinate for each k < u.

Finitely determinate structures have nice model theoretic properties. A lot of

results about finitely determinate structures can be found in [10], [7], [1].
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Let 5, be a stationary subset of co, such that also the complement 5, of Sx is

stationary. Then (co,,< , Sx) is not finitely determinate. A proof of this can be

found in [10]. From this example it is easy to find a linear ordering and a Boolean

algebra which is not finitely determinate (see [7]). This example led to the following

result.

Theorem 1.1 (Seese, Tuschik, Weese [23]). Let LO, BA denote the class of

linear orderings, Boolean algebras respectively. Then Thm(LO) and Thm(BA) are

undecidable.

A proof of this theorem can be found in [23]. The following result is related to

the first part of Theorem 1.1. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1 in

[23].

Theorem 1.2. Let K be the following class of structures.

K:= {((co,-co2),<,5):5 C (co, • co2)}.

Then ThM(AT) is undecidable.

Proof. Let A" be {((co, • co2),< , 5„ S2): Sx, S2 Q (co, • co2)}. For each 21 = ((co, •

to2), < , S) G K let 21' be the following structure:

21' := [a: a G (co, • co2) & a is a limit ordinal},

<w := <si I A',

5,(21') := [a: a G A' & a + 1 G 5},

52(21') := [a: a G A' & a + 2 G 5}.

Obviously 31' G K' and for each 99 G K' there exists a structure 6 G K with

6'= 93.
Using these facts and the well-known interpretability technique (which can be

extended in this case to stationary logic) we get the interpretability of Th^K') in

ThM(A-).

Now we prove the interpretability of the elementary theory of one binary

irreflexive and symmetric relation in Th^AT'). This is sufficient since this theory is

undecidable (see [19]). At first we have to remember that there are co, many

pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of co, (see [11], [29]). Let Av (v G co,) be such

sets.

Now let (A, R) be an at most countable irreflexive and symmetric graph. Let B

be the set of all elements of co, • to2 of the form (co, • co) • n (for « G co) and let/be a

1-1 embedding of A into B. We define 5, to be the range of/. For each element b

of B we define sc0(b) to be the smallest element c of B with b < c. Similarly for

each c G |co, • co2|, scx(c) denotes the smallest element d of |co, • co2| with c < d and

cf(d) = co,. If c, d are points of co, • co2 then [c,, c2) denotes the restriction of co, • co2

to {d: d G |co, • co2| & c, < d < c2). For each subset 5 of co, • co2, 5 [ [c„ cj

denotes [d: d G |co, • co2| & c, < d < c2) n 5.

Now we can define 52 in such a way that the following conditions are fulfilled:
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(1) For all a G |co, • co2| with cf(a) = co, there is aj G co such that 52 [ [a, scx(a))

= 0or

([a, scx(a)), S2t[a, scx(a))) s* (at,Aj)-

(2) For all a, b G A we have (a, b) G R iff a =£ b and there are elements cx, c2

from co, • co2 such that

cAc\) = c/(c2) = «■>„       /(a) < c, < ic0(/(a)),

/(¿>) < c2 < *c0(/(6))    and ( + )

([c„ íc,(c,)), 52 \[cx, scx(cx))) = ([c2, jc,(c2)), 52 \[c2, scx(c2))).

This is possible since A is at most countable. But using an idea of Shelah ( + ) can

be expressed in L'(aa) where L' is the language for (co, • co2, < , 5,, 52) (see [10,

Example 2.6]). This proves the undecidability of Th^Ä").    Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.1 is a correction of [21] where the opposite was announced. It answers

a corresponding question from [7].

Eklof and Mekler proved in [7] that Abelian groups and moreover modules are

finitely determinate. There and in [2] is also proved that the (aa)-theory of Abelian

groups is decidable. In [22] it is proved that each well-founded tree of height < co is

finitely determinate and that the corresponding (aa)-theory is decidable. Barwise

and Kunen showed that co, is finitely determinate (see [10] for a proof). Kaufmann

(see [7]) proved also that 1 + (i) • co,) and (1 + 17) • co, are finitely determinate.

Moreover he proved the following results.

Lemma 1.3 (Kaufmann [10]). Suppose (p„: n < co) is a countable sequence of

finitely determinate ordinals and set p '■=  U „<u p„- Then p is finitely determinate.

Lemma 1.4 (Kaufmann [10]). If a and ß are finitely determinate ordinals, so are

a + ß and a ■ ß.

Theorem 1.5 (Kaufmann [10]). The class X of finitely determinate ordinals has the

following properties.

(i) X is an initial segment of the ordinals (under G).

(ii) X has uncountable cofinality (if some ordinal is not in X).

(iii) co, G A".

Hence by the results of Kaufmann each ordinal < co"1 is finitely determinate.

Caicedo [6], Kaufmann [10], Makowsky [14] and Weese and the author [24]

developed back-and-forth criteria to establish (L(aa), «)-equivalence. A detailed

investigation can be found in [10]. There also determinate back-and-forth systems

are introduced which are a useful tool to investigate finitely determinate structures.

The following definition we take from [10].

Definition 1.6 (Kaufmann [10]). Fix two L structures 31 and 93. (Fk: k < n) is a

determinate (L(aa), n) back-and-forth system from 31 to 93 // /'/ satisfies the following

conditions:

(1) For all f G F0, f Ç A * B and for every atomic formula <p, 31 N <p(domf) iff

93N(p(rn/).

(2) 0 G Fn.
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(3) Whenever k < l < n and f G F,:

(i) (Va G A)(Bb G B)[f u {(a, b)} G Fk],

(ii) (VZ> G 2?)(3a G A)[f u {(a, ¿>)} G Fk],

(iii) //¡ere are cwè collections Q C PU(A) and ^ Ç Pa(B) such that

(VC G (3)(V£> G 6D)[/ U {(C, />)} G F,].

Theorem 1.7 (Kaufmann [10]). // L is finite, 21 and 93 are L structures and n is a

natural number, then the following are equivalent.

(i) There is a determinate (L(aa), n) back-and-forth system from 21 to 93.

(ii) 21 =„ 93(L(aa)) and 21 is (and 93 is) finitely n-determinate.

Sometimes also the following simple and more technical result is useful.

Lemma 1.8. Let 21 and 93 be two L structures for a finite language L and let n be a

natural number. Moreover let (i) and (ii) be fulfilled.

(i) 21 =„ 93(L(aa)).

(ii) There exists a cub system G for A such that

(VC G ß)(V£> G eX«, C) =„_, (21, £>)(L(aa)).

Then there exists a cub system ^D for B such that

(VC G ß)(V£> G öD)(a, C) =„-, (93, D)(L(aa)).

Proof. Let C0 G G. Since L is a finite language there is a formula <p(X) of L(aa)

such that for all C G Pa¡(A) (for all D G PUi(fi))(2t, C) F <p[C] iff (21, C)

s«-i (31, C0)(L(aa)) ((93, Z>) N <p[D] iff (93, Z)) =„_, (31, C0)(L(aa)) respectively).

We omit the proof of this well-known fact (see also [10, pp. 58-59]). Moreover

we can assume that qr((¡p(Ar)) < n. By (ii) and the choice of C0 we get 211=

(¡mX)<p(X). Hence by (i) 93 t= (aaA')<¡p(A:). By the definition of <p(X) we get the

existence of a cub system ty from B such that (VC G ß)(VZ) G ^XSl, C)

=„-,(93, D)(L(sm)).    Q.E.D.

The following well-known result concludes this section.

Lemma 1.9. Let A be a set of cardinality co,. Then there is a cub collection â on A

which is well-ordered of type co, by inclusion.

2. Ordered sums of finitely determinate linear orderings. Key result of this article

is the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let Lx, L2 be extensions of the language L for linear orderings by a

finite number of relation symbols. Moreover let n be a natural number and let 31, 93 be

finitely n-determinate structures for £,,. For each a G A, b G B let 6a, %b be finitely

n-determinate structures for L2. Let 31 =„ 93(L,(aa)), Sa =„ ®fc(L2(aa)) (for all

a G A, b G B) be fulfilled, and let L3 = Lx u L2. If 21, 93 and all Sa, %b (a G A,

b G B) are linear orderings, then

2  6a =n 2 ®b(L3(sui))
at s

holds and both structures are finitely n-determinate.
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Remark 2.2. This theorem is a generalization (done by the referee) of a

corresponding result in the first version of this article. There only structures of

cardinality < co, were regarded and L,, L2 were extensions of L by a finite number

of unary relation symbols. The following proof we take from the referee's report.

We need the following

Lemma 2.3. Suppose 31 and 93 are any structures for the same finite language L',

and suppose f Q A * B, k < I < co, a G A, and (21, dorn/) =/ (93, rn/)(L'(aa)).

Then for some b G B, (21, dom/ a) =k (93, rn/, ¿)(aa).

Proof. Clear, since there are only finitely many formulas of quantifier rank at

most k (up to equivalence) in a fixed finite number of variables.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. At first we assume that all structures ©a, 1)b (for

a G A, b G B) are uncountable. Let us write 6 = 2^ 6a, 2) = 2^ ®¿; we may

assume C n D = 0. Here is some further notation:

For x G C, write x* = a iff x G C„.

For_y G D, writer* = b iff y G Z)ft.

For j G PU¡(C), write j* = (x*: x G 5}; thus, j* G PU|(/Ï).

For t G /%'(/)), write r* = {y*:y G /}; thus, t* G P^Cß).

For f Q C * D, a & A, and b £ B, define doma/ to be the trace of / on Ca.

More precisely:

for a G A, doma/:= {x: x* = a & x G dorn/} u 0 n Q: i n Q =£ 0 &

5 G dorn/},

for ¿S g 5, rnfc/:= {>: y* = ¿S & _y G rn/} u {f n Db: t n Z>6 ̂  0 & / G

rn/} and

f* := {(m*, ü*): (u, v) G /}. So iff* is a function, then/*(i/*) = (/(«))*.

For a G A and Z> G P,

fat ■= [/n (cax z)6)]

u {(s n ca,t n Db)-.(s,t) ef&s r\ ca^0&t n Db^0}.

Notice that dom/aé Q doma/ and rnf^Q mbf. Let (G,: i < «) be a determinate

(L,(aa), n) back-and-forth system from 21 to 93 (by Theorem 1.7).

Now define (F¡: i < n) as follows: / G F¡ iff

(I)/is a finite function, and/ Ç A * B.

(II)/" G G¡; in particular,/* is a function.

(III) (Va G ¿XV* G 2*xe„, dorn/,,) =,($„, rn/^Xaa).

(IV) (Va G ¿)(Vè G P)((£a, doma/) and (®6, rn6/) are finitely /-determinate.

(V) (Here is a technical requirement to guarantee that each fab is a function.)

Suppose s, t G dorn/ n PU¡(C), s =£ t,a G A, s n Ca ^ 0, and / n Q ^ 0. Then

5 n ca * t n ca.

We now check  the conditions (1), (2) and (3) from  Definition   1.6.  (2) is

immediate, i.e. 0 G Fn, by hypothesis (and since 0 G G„, to verify (II) above).

For (1), we have to check that

6N<p(dom/)    iff    S)N<p(rn/)

for all/ G F0. By symmetry, we check only the => direction. Let/ G iy
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Case 1. <p(dom/) is p < q. H p* = q*, we are done by (III) since/ G F0, taking

a = p*, b = (/(/>))*•

Otherwise, without loss of generality/?* < q*; then f*(p*) <f*(q*) by (II); i.e.

(Ap))* < (Aç))* by definition of/*; sof(p) <f(q) by definition of ordered sum.

Case 2. cp(dom/) is p G i. Suppose p El s; we show /(/?) G/(s). Let a = />*,

¿> = f*(a). Then (ga, dom/ai) Vp 6(sn Ca). Now since p E s n Ca and /(/?) G

/(i) n Db, s n Q ¥= 0 and /(j) n Db i= 0. So by definition of /^ (which is a

function by (V)),

/<*(* n Ca) = f(s) n Db.

Hence (®é, rn/a6) !=/(/>) G (/(í) n £>6), by (III). Therefore f(p) G /(i), as desired.

Case 3. <p(dom/) is R(px, . . . ,p„), for R from L2. But if R&(px, . . . ,p„), then

p* = ■ ■ ■ = p* by definition of ordered sum, so R^(f(Pi), ■ ■ ■ ,Apn)) holds by

(III).
Case 4. <p(dom f) is R(px, . . . ,p„), for R from L,. If R<i(px, . . . ,p„), then

P-w(P*> ■ ■ • > Z7*)    by    definition    of    ordered    sum.    By    (II)    we    get

R*(r(Pt%-/*(/>„*))•    Hence    R^UiPt))*, • • • . (/(P„))*)-   This   gives

R<s(f(px), ■ ■ ■ ,f(p„)) by definition of ordered sum.

Now we check (3)(i) from Definition 1.6; (3)(ii) is similar. Suppose/ G F¡, k < I,

and c E C, say c G Ca ; we find d such that / u {(c, d)} E Fk. First choose b0

such that/* u {(a0> b0)} E Gk, by (II). Then choose d E Db such that

(dao, dom/ao6o, c) =* (2>v rn/ao6o, c/)(aa);

this can be done by (III) for F„ together with Lemma 2.3. Set /' = / U {(c, d)}.

Conditions (I) and (V) clearly remain true for/'. (II) is true for/' G Fk by choice

of b. (Ill) trivially remains true for/' for all a, b with a ^ a0 or b ¥= b0, since then

fa = /oj, • F°r a = ao an(i ° = ^o (HI) is true for /' by choice of d. (IV) remains

true for /' G Fk because /-determinancy obviously yields (/ — l)-determinancy

when a new constant is named, and I — \ > k.

Finally, we check (3)(iii). Given k < I < co and / G F¡, pick for each a E A and

b E B cub sets %a Q PUl(Ca), 6Hb C Pa¡(Db) such that

VÍ0g9Co,       (6a,doma/)^[(aaí)<p(i)^<p(ío)]; (1)

Ví0 G \,        («k rnft/) F[(aw)ç.(i) ^ (p(/0)]- (2)

To do this for any particular <jd is possible by the definition of satisfaction in L(aa);

then by countable completeness, we can handle all cp at once. (In fact, the proof

will show that it suffices to consider only cp of quantifier rank < A:; so finite

completeness suffices.) We want somehow to glue the different %a together and the

different <%b together to verify (3)(iii). To this end, choose cub sets S^* Ç Ptú(A),

S¿ ç PWi(Ä) such that

(V, g &*){yt g &*)[r U {(s, t)} G Gk]. f»

Here we are using condition (II) for / G F„ together with (3Xiii) (from Definition

1.6) for f* G G,. Now define cub sets
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&A :- {s:sEPa¡(C)&s*E&*},

&B := {s:sEPa¡(D)&s*E&*}.

The following sets are clearly cub:

%A := {s: s G PU¡(C) & Va G A, s n Ca G %a or j n Ca = 0};

2* := {í:í G PUi(£>)&Vè G P, í n P>6 G ^6 or s n A, = 0}.

Finally, set

^c := ^n2,n(S:SD   U [(dorn/) n /»„.(C)]},    0Co := &B n 2B.

Clearly %c and 0Cfl are cub, being finite intersections of cub sets. The proof is

thus completed when we prove the following

Claim. (Vs G 3CC)(V/ G %D)[f u {(s, /)} G Fk].

For, choose any s0 G %c, t0 E %D. We check (I) through (V) in the definition of

Fk. (I) is obvious. (II) holds by (*). For (III), choose a E A and b E B. Note first

that if s0 n Ca = 0 or /0 n Db = 0, then (by definition of/flfc) (/ u {(s0, t0)})ab =

/aé, and therefore (III) holds since/ G F¡. Otherwise s0 n Ca ¥= 0 and t0f\ Db¥=

0, so since î0 G 5CC Ç 2^ and /0 G 3C0 Ç %B,

s0nCaE %a (3)

and

t0n DbE \, (4)

by definition of %A  and ZB. Now recalling that dorn fab Ç. dom0 / and rn fab C

mbf, and assuming qr(cp) < k, we have the following implications:

(ga, dom/aft) f (p(dom/flÄ, s0 n Ca)

=> (6a, dorn /a6) 1= -, (aas) -ï <p(dom fab, s)

(by the contra-positive of (1) above, and by (3) above)

=> (6a, dom/a6) 1= (aaj)<p(dom/af), s)

(by /-determinancy of (Ea, domfab), using (IV))

-» (®6, rn/J f (aaí)<)p(rn /aft, s)    (by (III) for/ G F,)

=* (®6, rn/a6) f <p(rn/aZ„ t0 n A)    (by (2) and (4) above).

Similarly, if (®A, m/a6) f (p(rn/afc, /0 n Db) then ((£„, dom/a6) f cpídom/^, s0).

So

(6B, dom(/ u {(s0, /„)}) J =* ($„ rn(/ u {(% 'o)})J(aa)

verifying (III).

To check (IV), fix a G A. If s0 n Ca = 0, then [/ u {Cs0> 'o)}L = /a> so we are

done by (IV) for/ G P;: so assume s0 n Ca ¥= 0. Suppose qr(qp) < k, where <p(s) is

(aaf )(Vx)[(stat Y)^(s, t, Y, x) -* (wY)xp(s, t, Y, x)],

and t/> may have parameters from doma /. We must show

(6a, doma(/ u {(% /<,)})) •= <P(*o n Ca).
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By hypothesis,

(ea,domû/)F(aai)<P(i). (5)

Since we have assumed s0 n Ca ¥= 0, then by definition of %A  s0 n Ca E %a ;

hence

((£„, doma(/ u {(Jo, /0)})) >= <P(*o n ca)

by (1) and (5) above. So (Sa, doma(/ u {(% 'o)})) is finitely ^-determinate. Simi-

larly, (®é, rn^/ u {(j0. 'o)})) is finitely ^-determinate.

Observe that (V) is guaranteed because

s0E%ce{s:sD   U  [(dom/)nPu,(C)]}.

Now we regard the case that all stuctures ©a, 1)b (for a E A, b E B) are of

cardinality < co,.

In this case the definition of (F¡: i < n) is to change. As above take conditions

(I), (II) and (III) and substitute the conditions (IV) and (V) by the following

condition:

(VI) (doma f) n PUx(Ca) = Ca for all a G A with (domfl /) n Pu¡(Ca) + 0 and

(™bf) n PUi(Z>6) = Db for all è G P with (rnfc/) n PU,(A,) * 0.

The old condition (IV) is obviously fulfilled since Ca and £>6 are of cardinality <

co,. We can use {Ca} and {Db} as corresponding cub sets. The new condition (VI)

guarantees instead of condition (V) that each/aA is a function.

Using these remarks we can take the same proof as above to check conditions

(1), (2) and (3) from Definition 1.6.

It remains to regard the case where some of the stuctures (Sa, 1)b (for a G A,

b G P) are uncountable and some are not. But this happens only if n < 1.

However in this case the theorem is trivial.    Q.E.D.

3. Finitely determinate linear orderings and decidability. The following corollaries

are simple consequences of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 3.1. Let 31, 93, E and ® be finitely n-determinate linear orderings such

that 31 =„ 93(L(aa)) and E =„ <£>(L(aa)) are fulfilled. Then 21 + 6 and 21 • E are

finitely n-determinate and 21 + E =„ 93 + ®(L(aa)) and 21 • 6 =„ 93 • 5D(L(aa))

/ioW.

Corollary 3.2. Let % be a linear ordering of cofinality co which has a first element

and the property that each interval of 21 is finitely n-determinate. Then also 21 is

finitely n-determinate.

Corollary 3.1 follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Corollary 3.2. Let (an)nfEa be a cofinal sequence of elements of A

such that a0 is the minimal element of 31. For all a, b G A let [a, b) be the structure

({c: a < c <b&c E A), <a \ {c: a < c <b&c E A}).

For each given « G co there are only finitely many equivalence classes with respect

to =„ (L(aa)). A standard application of the theorem of Ramsey [20] (see e.g. [12],

[26]) gives then the existence of an infinite subset A of co such that for all
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mx, m2, m3, m4 G N with w, < m2 and m3 < m4, [am¡, am) =„ [amj, am<)(aa) holds.

Let («,),,=„ be an enumeration of the elements of N with n¡ < n} for all / <j G co.

We get

A =[a0,aj+ 2 K'O-

But the intervals [a0, an ) and [a^, a^ ) (for i E co) are finitely «-determinate.

Hence by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.1 [a0, an^ + 2/eJa^, a„.+ i) is finitely

«-determinate.    Q.E.D.

The next theorem solves the second part of Question 7.2 of [10] (see also [7]).

Theorem 3.3. All ordinals are finitely determinate.

Remark 3.4. The proof of this result in a first version of this article contained a

mistake. The proof was corrected by the referee of this article. The following proof

was done by the referee. At the same time Alan Mekler [16] (see also [17]) found a

different proof of this result.

Proof. Let « G co. We show that each ordinal is finitely «-determinate. If not,

then there is a minimal ordinal a which is not finitely «-determinate. By Corollary

3.1 and Corollary 3.2, cf(a) > co and a is closed under addition. It follows that the

following set X is unbounded in a:

X := { ß: ß < a & ß is closed under + }.

Since there are only finitely many sentences of the language for linear orderings of

quantifier rank < « (up to equivalence), there is some set Y Ç X such that Y is

unbounded and

for all ß,y E Y,    (/?,<)=„ (y, < )(L(aa)). (*)

Choose a sentence <p of quantifier rank « such that for all (A,<), (A,<)t <p iff

(A,<)=n(ß,<)(¿(aa)) for all (or any) ß G Y.

Now let E = (C, <e, + e) be a model of size co, such that

6 = (a,< , + )(L(aa)),

by the downward Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem for L(aa) (see [1]). For c, d E C,

write (c,<) for ((x: x <g c}, <c I {x: x <<j c}), and write [d, c) for ({x: d = x or

d <(i x <e c}, <s f {x: a1 = x or a" <g x <e c}). Then since Y Q X, then by (*)

and the definition of <jp, the following set 5 is unbounded in E:

5 := {c: c E C& (c,<) is closed under +E & (c,<) N <p}.

Notice that for all c G 5 and d < c, + g gives an isomorphism

(c,<)^[d,c). (**)

Now notice that (aas)(3x) (x = sup s) holds in E, since it holds in (a,<). So there

is a strictly increasing sequence (ca: a < co,) from C such that cx = supa<x ca for

limit X. Now choose a strictly increasing, unbounded sequence (sa: a < co,) from 5,

such that for all a < co,, sa > cß for some ß, such that c^ > sy for all y < a. Write

j* for supa</3 sa; thus i* = ia if ß = a + 1, and j^ = cY for some y if ß is a limit.
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Then

(c,<e)«  S  [CO*  2 (v<).
(*>i.<) («i.<)

the last s by (**). But for ail a, ß < co,, (sa,<) =n (sß,<)(L(aai)) by definition of

5. Also, since (C, <s) = (a, < )(L(aa)), each (j„,<) is finitely determinate. There-

fore Theorem 2.1 yields that (C, <<j) is finitely «-determinate, as desired.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.5. Let ON be the class of all ordinals and let K be the smallest (under

inclusion) class of ordinals which contains 1, co and co,, and is closed by the

operations + and • (if a, ß E K, then also a + ß, a- ß E K). Then Th^A") =

ThJON).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for each sentence <p of L(aa) which has a

model in the class ON there is an a G AT with at <p. Assume not, then there is an

ordinal ß and a sentence tp of L(aa) with K f -i qp and ß f qp. Now let « = qr(cp)

and let ß' be the smallest ordinal with the property that there does not exist an

a E K with a =„ y3'(L(aa)). Hence for all ß" < ß' there is an a E K with a

=. 0"(£(aa)).
In [7], Theorem 2.6 is proved that each finitely determinate structure has an

L(aa)-elementary substructure of cardinality < co,. Hence ß' < co2, by Theorem

3.3. By Corollary 3.1, ß' is closed under addition. cf(ß') > co can be proved

similarly to Corollary 3.2. We have to remember here that for each y < 8 < ß'

there exists a t G K with

({v. y < v <8), <f {v. y < v <cS}) =„ r(L(aa)).

Now let (ßv)„<u be a sequence which is cofinal in ß'. Moreover we can assume

(/?„,<) =„ (ßp, <)(L(aa)) (for all v, p G co,), since L is a finite language. Then

ß' = 2U ßv, since ß' is closed under addition and cf(ß') > co. But since ß0 < ß'

there is an a E K with ß0 =„ a(L(aa)). Hence ß' =„ a ■ co,(L(aa)), by Theorem 2.1.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.6. Let Lx, L2 be extensions of the language L for linear orderings by a

finite number of relation symbols. Let 21, 93 be finitely determinate linear orderings for

Lx, L2 respectively. Moreover let ThL (aa)(21) and ThL (M)(93) be axiomatizable, and let

L3 = L, u L2. Then ThA3(aa)(21 + 93) and ThLj(lul)(2i • 93) are axiomatizable.

The proof of this theorem is simple, but lengthy. Hence we shall give only some

hints and leave the details to the reader. At first show that 1 + 93 and 1+21+1

are axiomatizable. Then extend the corresponding languages by new unary predi-

cates which define the minimal (the minimal and the maximal) element of 1 + 93

(1+31+1 respectively). Let E, S) be the corresponding extended structures. Then

it is easy to prove that Th^St + Ë) and Th^® • 93) are axiomatizable (use

Theorem 2.1). But this gives the axiomatizability of 21 + 93 and 21 • 93, since these

structures are definable in 21 + S, î> • 93 respectively.

The structures (co,",<) (for 0 < « G co) and R (ordering of real numbers) are

finitely determinate and have a decidable theory in stationary logic (for a proof see

[7]). Obviously to* (the inverse ordering of co,) is also finitely determinate and has a
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decidable theory in stationary logic. Together with Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.1

this gives the following result.

Theorem 3.7. Let D be the smallest (under inclusion) class of linear orderings

which contains 1, co, co,, co*, co*, r) (ordering of rational numbers) and R and is closed

under the operations + and ■. Then for each a E D, Th^a) is axiomatizable and

hence decidable. The axiomatization can be found effectively depending on a.

Theorem 3.8. Let ON and K be as in Theorem 3.5 and let D be as in Theorem 3.7.

Then Th„(Z)), Th.M(K) and hence TYiJ.ON) are decidable.

Proof. At first we define for each a E D the depth of a, denoted by d(a).

d(\) := ¿(co) := ¿(co,) := ¿(co*) := ¿(co*) := d(r\) := d(R) := 1,

d(a + ß) := ma\(d(a), d(ß)) + 1,    d(a ■ ß) := max(¿(a), d(ß)) + 1.

Let L be the elementary language for linear orderings. Obviously there exists a

recursive upper bound /(«) for the number of equivalence classes of =„ (L(aa)).

Using Corollary 3.1 it is easy to see that for each a E D with d(a) >/(«) + 1

there is an a' G D with d(a') < d(a) and a' =„ a(L(aa)). Let An be the set [a:

a E D & d(a) < f(n) + 1}. We get

A„ 1= <p    iff    D F <p

for all sentences <p of L(aa) with qr(<p) < «. A„ is finite and « —> An is effective.

Hence Th^D) is decidable by Theorem 3.7. The decidability of Th^A") can be

proved similarly.    Q.E.D.

It is interesting to remember that The (A") = The (ON), i.e. K is also a dense

system for the Qx-theory of well-orderings. This is e.g. a consequence of the results

from [27]. But the quantifier aa is not eliminable in Th^CW) by Qx. To see this we

regard the following formula <p:

(aaX)(Vx)(3y)y E X /\x <y.

Obviously we have, for each limit ordinal a, a f <p iff cf(a) < co. However this is not

possible to express by a formula from L(QX). This can be proved regarding the

ordinals co"' and co". The cofinality of co"1 is co, and the cofinality of co" is co. But by

an induction on n we get that

«,- =„ cor(L(e,))
holds. This can be proved using the game theoretical equivalent of =„ (L(QX)) (see

[13], [28]). Here it is essential to remember the following facts.

(1) For each natural number « there is a natural number m such that for each

ordinal a there exists an ordinal ß < co,m with a =„ ß(L(Qx)).

(2) For all ordinals a < co"' and ß < ic\°, a + wf s co"' and ß + co" » co" hold.

If   we   regard   the   construction   of   the   elements   of   A   and   remember

that =„ (L(QX)) has only finitely many equivalence classes then fact (1) follows

simply from Thß(A) = The (ON) (see also [3]). Fact (2) is obvious.

We leave the details to the reader and conclude this article with the following

problems.

Problem 1. Is the aa- theory of the class of all finitely determinate linear orderings

or Boolean algebras decidable"!
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Problem 2. Is the aa-theory of the class of all linear orderings or Boolean algebras

in ZF + AD + DC decidablel

Problem 3. Is each tree of height < co, finitely determinate"] In connection with

this problem it is interesting that Alan Mekler [18] found a linear ordering which is

not finitely determinate, but which contains no copy of either co, or co*.
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